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Communication in the Engineering Profession 

ENGL 192 
Communication in Management Science Engineering 

Revised Jan. 3
rd

, 2020 

Instructor: Dr. George Lamont 

 

Class hours and location:  

 Section 1: Tuesday, Thursday; 1:00-2:20pm, CPH 3681.  
 

Email: glamont@uwaterloo.ca.  

Office hours: additional times available by appointment. 

 M and W: 11:00am to 12:00pm (noon),  

 T and Th: 11:00am-12:00 (noon), 2:30-4:00pm 

 Need another time? Just ask. We’ll set something up. 

Office location: Hagey Hall (HH) #156 

  

Course Description 
This course will teach written and oral communication in management-science 
engineering. Students will practice internal and external genres of communication 
relevant to groups that might include clients, peer groups, technical staff, public 
audiences, and regulatory and policy-focused stakeholders. Students will enhance their 
critical-thinking skills and creative competencies to better understand meaning-making, 
perception, and responsibility. Through iterative communication design processes that 
emphasize student agency and confidence, students will craft audience-specific 
messages through writing, presenting, and video making.  
 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the course students should be able to do the following: 
1. Explain the role of reports, the press, advertising, video and other communications 

media in engineering, 
2. Demonstrate command of appropriate writing skills and style, 
3. Demonstrate good literature research skills (gathering data or relevant information, 

analyzing the results of research efforts in terms of data and argument, and 
assessing the credibility and applicability of information), 

4. Construct a persuasive technical argument, 
5. Write an effective engineering report by attending to context, audience, and genre, 
6. Organize and deliver a persuasive oral presentation.  
 

Textbook and Reading: 
1. Required: Graves, Heather & Roger Graves. A Strategic 

Guide to Technical Communication. 2nd edition (Canadian). 
2. Recommended: Ewald, Thorsten. Writing in the Technical 

Fields. Oxford UP, 2nd edition or higher. 
3. Additional readings will be provided in class or posted to the 

LEARN website. 

 

 

Q. What’s the difference between ENGL and SPCOM 192? 

A. Nothing. Just different departments teaching the course.  Overwhelmed? 

See Section 5 for 

help. UW wants 

to help you. 

Still overwhelmed? Come see me. I’ll help you. 
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2 Course Assignment and Requirements 

 

Assignment and Evaluation Overview* 

1. Engineering article analysis 10% 

2. Engineering project pitch e-mail 10% 

3. Engineering progress report  15% 

4. Engineering technical manual   15% 

5. Oral project presentation to engineering co-workers 15% 

6. Engineering recommendation report  (written) 20% 

7. Contribution (details below) 15% 

 * There is no exam for this course 100% 
 
 

How and Where to Submit Written Assignments 

 Electronic format: Microsoft Word .docx format or PDF, online through LEARN. 

 Paper format is accepted as an alternative, but electronic is preferred. 

 All physical assignments must be put personally in my hands to be counted for 
grading. 

 

Assignment Project Phases: How They Fit Together 
Assignments in this course all build on your project idea, and form four stages of how you would 
undertake a project in the engineering world:  
 

Phase 1  Phase 2  Phase 3  Phase 4 

Initiate  Develop  Present  Propose 
1. Article Analysis 
 
2. Project e-mail 

 3. Progress 
Report  

 5. Oral project 
presentation  

 6. Engineering 
Recommendation 
Report 

  4. Technical 
Manual 

    
 

       

 
7. Contribution to colleague development 

 
 

Assignment #1: Engineering Article Analysis: (Presentation 5-8 mins) 
You will apply your learning of the Swales model of introductions from engineering 
documents to examine the introduction from a recent peer-reviewed article in 
Engineering. Then, you will work with a group to design a highly instructive presentation 
in which you report how and where the article applies the Swales model and synopsize 
the work and contributions of the article. 
 

Assignment #2: Engineering Pitch E-mail 
You will create an e-mail message that demonstrates your specific learning of the 
conventions of e-mail authoring and storage used in the engineering profession. Your 
objective is to communicate potential assets and ideas for an engineering project, and 
convince readers that your project is worth the investment of company resources. 
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Assignment #3: Progress/Status Report (2-3 pages) 
As you are developing your project, you will complete an engineering-style progress 
report to update your team/project lead on your progress, any setbacks, and any 
changes to budgets or timelines. At least 1 page, no more than 3 pages.  
 
Assignment #4: Engineering Technical Manual (at least 2 pages) 
You will analyze a three-dimensional device, determine how it works, and produce a 
high-quality technical manual that will allow new users to use the device. You will then 
test this document for usability with a sample of users.  
 
Assignment #5: Oral Project Presentation to Engineers (5-8 mins.) 
As you develop your project, you will build a presentation that explains the project to 
your colleagues and supervisors. You must persuade them that the project is feasible 
and valuable, and that an engineering firm should fund and pursue your project. Your 
colleagues will ask questions to evaluate the feasibility and value of your project. 5-8 
minutes.  
 
Assignment #6: Recommendation Report (Maximum 10 pages) 
You will draft a technical report for internal stakeholders in the profession. Your report 
will summarize known information about a problem, support this description with 
research from credible sources, and articulate why and how the problem must be 
addressed. Your concepts and report must show specific research and all original work. 
Your idea can change and grow over the process, but your objective is to meet the 
emerging needs of the fields of engineering.  
 
Assignment #7: Contributions (rubrics, throughout course) 
Engineers work in teams to review each other’s work and suggest improvements. You 
will do the same. To do so, you must contribute to our common lessons in this training, 
and you must participate professionally and vigorously in all class activities. I will use 
rubrics to grade you for your participation in some in-class activities. I will also evaluate 
your responses in our lessons. You can earn contribution grades in the following ways:  

1. Participating in class activities,  
2. Showing professional courtesy to colleagues,  
3. Reviewing others’ work, and 
4. Helping others’ succeed. 
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3 Course Schedule 

 

The following schedule is tentative and may change to suit class needs. Additional 
readings may be posted to LEARN, and you will be responsible for these.  
 
 

# Date Lesson Assignments  

Unit 1: Professional Communications in Engineering: A real course in engineering-
document management, in collaboration with a local engineering firm. 

1 T, Jan 7th  Course Introduction: Interviews with engineers, 
engineering-proposal teams, and engineering 
directors. 
 

 

2 Th, Jan 9th  E-mail in the engineering workplace 
 
Assignment #2 (Pitch e-mail) assigned today. 
 
Readings:  
1. Chapter 7: “Writing email and letters for the 

workplace,” p. 151-164. 
2. “Savings e-mails for project files,” LEARN 
3. “Loss control bulletin,” LEARN 
 

 

Unit 2: Communicating Problems in Engineering: A course in how engineers 
structure problem-solution messages, using authentic engineering technical documents. 

3 T, Jan 14th  The Swales CARS model of engineering reports 
and articles. 
 
Contributions Assignment: Project Pre-
Research Worksheet assigned today. (Major 
contributions grade).  
 
Reading: Engineering articles, LEARN. 
 

 

4 Th, Jan 
16th  

Engineering information-seeking: how working 
engineers find information to help them create 
and propose projects.  
 

Project Pre-
Research Report 
DUE online by 
start of class.  

5 T, Jan 21st  Structural analysis of engineering articles: 
applying the Swales CARS model in class to 
reading and understanding engineering papers. 
 
Assignment #1 (Article analysis) assigned 
today (started in class, due next class). 
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6 Th, Jan 
23rd  

Engineering article analysis: presentations. 
 
Major additional contributions grades awarded 
for posing questions to the presenters.  
 

Assignment #1 
DUE (Article 
analysis) in class.  

Unit 3: Engineering Documents: real engineering documents, provided by actual 
engineering firms, and how to read and write them. 

7 T, Jan 28th Engineering white papers: how engineering 
firms turn problem-solution messages into 
persuasive public documents to generate 
business. 
 
Reading: Chapter 9: “Reporting technical 
information,” p. 200-207. 
 

Assignment #2 
DUE 
(Pitch e-mail, 
submitted on 
LEARN, not by e-
mail.) 

8 Th, Jan 
30th 

Engineering status/progress reports 
 
Assignment #3 (Progress report) is assigned 
today.  
 
Reading: Chapter 9, pages 193-198. 
 

 

9 T, Feb 4th  Engineering technical manuals: how engineers 
create them, current problems with these 
manuals in engineering industries. 
 
Reading: Chapter 10, “Writing how-to 
documents: instructions, procedures, manuals,” 
p. 233-255. 
 

 

10 Th, Feb 6th Device analysis: converting instructions into 
technical manuals. 
 
Assignment #4 (Tech manual) assigned today.  
 

Assignment #3: 
Progress Report 
DUE online.  
 

11 T, Feb 11th  Engineering Cases: reading, preparing to 
respond, reporting 
 

 

12 Th, Feb 
13th  

Usability Testing (follow-up on tech manual) 
 
Reading: Chapter 11, “Testing and reporting 
document usability,” p. 257-278. 

Assignment #4 
DUE in class. 
(Technical manual 
draft) 

---     M, Feb 17th: Family Day Holiday—no class 

---     T-F, Feb 18th to Feb, 21st: Reading Week —no class 

13    T, Feb. 25th: Mid-Terms week—no class 

14    Th, Feb 27th: Mid-Terms week—no class 
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Unit 4: Presenting Engineering Projects and Proposals: a course in engineering-
proposal creation designed by current engineers doing this in industry. 

15 T, Mar 3rd Requests for Proposals: How real, large clients 
evaluate engineering proposals for projects. 
 
Reading: Chapter 8, “Writing Winning 
Proposals,” p. 166-173 
 

Assignment #4 
Final Draft DUE 
online. (Technical 
manual) 

16 Th, Mar 5th Requests for Proposals: researching real RFPs 
and developing response strategies.  
 
Readings: files on LEARN. 
 
Assignment #5 (Project Presentation) 
assigned today. 
 
 

 

17 T, Mar 10th Engineering Proposals and Budgets: how 
actual engineering firms respond to RFPs and 
design proposals to beat dozens of competitors.  
 
Reading: Chapter 8: “Writing winning proposals,” 
p. 165-192. 

 

18 Th, Mar 
12th 

Engineering Proposals and Budgets: Analysis 
of real proposals and practice creating proposals.  
 
Assignment #6 (Recommendation Report) 
assigned today.  
 

 

19 T, Mar 17th Designing documents and page layout: 
getting beyond the standard PowerPoint, 
designing documents and presentations as 
engineers do. 
 
Reading: Chapter 5, “Designing documents and 
page layout,” pages 117-136. 
 

 

20 Th, Mar 
19th 

Oral Technical Presentations: Pitch your ideas 
to your colleagues. Your colleagues will ask you 
questions. You will be evaluated for your 
project’s feasibility. Organized as a real business 
meeting.  

Assignment #5 
DUE in class. 
(Oral Pres.) 

21 T, Mar 24th Oral Technical Presentations: major 
contributions grades for contribution to questions. 

 
 

22 Th, Mar 
26th 

Oral Technical Presentations: major 
contributions grades for contribution to questions. 
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23 T, Mar 31st Oral Technical Presentations: major 
contributions grades for contribution to questions. 

 
 

24 Th, Apr 2nd Final peer-review of recommendation reports: 
Engineers review project reports as teams before 
they submit reports. You will analyze and refine 
each other’s reports just as you would at an 
engineering firm. This lesson is co-designed by 
engineers who write and submit reports and 
proposals. 
 
Major contributions grades.  
 

 

--- M, April 6th  Final date for late assignments. No late 
submission will be accepted after this date.  
 

Assignment #6 
DUE online 
(Recommendation 
Report) 

  * No final examination in this course.  
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Important Dates: Travel plans NOT accepted reasons for absence. 
Event Date 

Lectures begin:   Monday, January 6th   

Last day to add a class: Friday, January 17th  

Last day to drop, no penalty: Friday, January 24th  

UW holiday (Thanksgiving): Monday, February 17th  

UW Reading Week Tuesday, February 18th – Friday, February 21st  

Final exam schedule 
published: 

Friday, January 31st  (approximate) 

Last day to drop, receive a 
WD: 

Friday, March 20th  

Lectures end: Friday, April 3rd  

Last day to drop, receive a 
WF: 

Tuesday, April 7th   

Exams begin: Wednesday, April 8th (no exam in this course) 

Exams end: Saturday, April 25th (no exam in this course) 

 
Terms:  

1. “Drop, no penalty”: no record of the course appears on your transcript.  
2. “WD”: this means the word “Withdrawn” will appear on your transcript. This will let readers know 

that you attempted the course but decided to leave the course.  
3. “WF”: this means “withdrew/failure.” This will let readers know that your withdrawal constitutes a 

failure in the course. This course will be calculated as a grade of 32% and will be included in your 
overall grade average.  
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4 Course Policies 

 

Equipment you need:  

 Your note-taking methods: paper/pencils, laptop, etc. 
 

Professional Behaviour: 
1. Attendance: Every lesson specifically supports your program and career. 

Attendance here is like attendance at a job.  
2. Punctuality: Everyone gets delayed, but be on time here as you would for a job. 

If you are late, come in quietly and minimize your disruption.  
3. Emergencies: Communicate with me as soon as possible.  
4. Electronic devices: No headphones in class unless directed by me for a specific 

class activity, and devices will be used only for class work.  
5. E-mail: all e-mail must come from your official uwaterloo.ca address. You must 

have a specific subject line that begins with “ENGL 192.” Use a professional 
salutation to greet me, write a specific message, and sign your name as you 
would complete a letter. 

 

Late work, missed work, grade concerns, “incomplete” courses 

 Extension requests: You must request an extension 48 hours or more before a 
due date, and provide a reasonable justification, subject to verification by me.  

 Late submissions: 5% penalty per day unless the late submission is justified by 
medical documentation. 

 Late/absent for presentations: 5% per day while the presentations are still 
being delivered. Once each presentation’s phase is complete, you will not be 
able to submit the presentation for grading.  

 Missed tests, quizzes, contributions: If your absence is supported by medical 
documentation, your grade will be re-weighted to your other quizzes or 
contributions. Otherwise, you will receive a grade of 0 for the quiz or contribution.  

 Medical documentation: You must submit a “University of Waterloo Verification 
of Illness” form, available at https://uwaterloo.ca/campus-
wellness/sites/ca.campus-wellness/files/uploads/files/VIF-online.pdf.  

 No “incomplete courses”: I will not grant an “incomplete course”. All course 
work is due by the final day of lectures (December 3rd).  

 Grade challenges: You may re-submit an assignment for regrading only if you 
provide a detailed letter explaining why the concepts and criteria of the course 
justify a different grade. I do not accept any requests to challenge a grade while I 
am returning any papers in class.  

 
Snow-Day Policy: In the event of snow or other serious weather, 

1. Check the University of Waterloo weather statement: 
https://uwaterloo.ca/news/weather-statement 

2. Check your e-mail, in case I have e-mailed you about the weather.  
3. If I do not arrive in class within 15 minutes, you may leave. Check your e-mail for 

follow-up instructions and catch-up assignments from me.  
 

https://uwaterloo.ca/campus-wellness/sites/ca.campus-wellness/files/uploads/files/VIF-online.pdf
https://uwaterloo.ca/campus-wellness/sites/ca.campus-wellness/files/uploads/files/VIF-online.pdf
https://uwaterloo.ca/news/weather-statement
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Academic Integrity and Plagiarism—Official Policy 
Academic Integrity: In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of 
the University of Waterloo are expected to promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and 
responsibility. See the UWaterloo Academic Integrity webpage and the Arts Academic 
Integrity webpage for more information.  
 
Discipline: A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid 
committing academic offences, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student 
who is unsure whether an action constitutes an offence, or who needs help in learning 
how to avoid offences (e.g., plagiarism, cheating) or about “rules” for group 
work/collaboration should seek guidance from the course professor, academic advisor, 
or the Undergraduate Associate Dean. When misconduct has been found to have 
occurred, disciplinary penalties will be imposed under Policy 71 – Student Discipline. 
For information on categories of offenses and types of penalties, students should refer 
to Policy 71 - Student Discipline. For typical penalties check Guidelines for the 
Assessment of Penalties. 
 
Grievance: A student who believes that a decision affecting some aspect of his/her 
university life has been unfair or unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a 
grievance. Read Policy 70 - Student Petitions and Grievances, Section 4. When in 
doubt, please be certain to contact the department’s administrative assistant who will 
provide further assistance. 
 
Appeals: A decision made or penalty imposed under Policy 70 - Student Petitions and 
Grievances (other than a petition) or Policy 71 - Student Discipline may be appealed if 
there is a ground. A student who believes he/she has a ground for an appeal should 
refer to Policy 72 - Student Appeals. 
 

Using Turnitin in this Course 
Text matching software (Turnitin®) will be used to screen assignments in this course. 
This is being done to verify that use of all material and sources in assignments is 
documented. Students will be given an option if they do not want to have their 
assignment screened by Turnitin®. In the first week of the term, details will be provided 
about arrangements and alternatives for the use of Turnitin® in this course. 
 
 

https://uwaterloo.ca/academic-integrity/
https://uwaterloo.ca/arts/undergraduate/student-support/academic-standing-understanding-your-unofficial-transcript/ethical-behaviour
https://uwaterloo.ca/arts/undergraduate/student-support/academic-standing-understanding-your-unofficial-transcript/ethical-behaviour
https://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat-general-counsel/policies-procedures-guidelines/policy-71
https://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat-general-counsel/policies-procedures-guidelines/guidelines/guidelines-assessment-penalties
https://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat-general-counsel/policies-procedures-guidelines/guidelines/guidelines-assessment-penalties
https://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat-general-counsel/policies-procedures-guidelines/policy-70
https://uwaterloo.ca/secretariat-general-counsel/policies-procedures-guidelines/policy-72
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5 Services and Additional Support 

 
If you are struggling, do realize that there are services here that will help you and protect your privacy. 
 

Accommodations for Students with Learning Challenges 
If you have any concern about a learning challenge or learning disability, please feel 
free to consult with me about how to support you. You may also wish to register with the 
AccessAbility Services office. This office is located on the first floor of the Needles Hall 
extension (1401), and collaborates with all academic departments to arrange 
appropriate accommodations for students with disabilities without compromising the 
academic integrity of the curriculum. If you require academic accommodations to lessen 
the impact of your disability, please register with the AS office at the beginning of each 
academic term. 
 

Counselling Services 
Counselling Services provides support free-of-charge and protects your privacy. Find 
them at https://uwaterloo.ca/counselling-services/.  
 

Student Success Office 
The Student Success Office also provides support free-of-charge and protects your 
privacy. This office provides academic and personal development services, 
resources for international students, as well as study abroad and exchange support. 
They are located at South Campus Hall, second floor. Office hours: Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.; and Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 a.m. - 
6:00 p.m. 
 
 

The Writing and Communication Centre 
The Writing and Communication Centre works with students as they develop their ideas, 
draft, and revise. Writing and Communication Specialists offer one-on-one support in 
planning assignments, synthesizing and citing research, organizing papers and reports, 
designing presentations and e-portfolios, and revising for clarity and coherence. You 
can make multiple appointments throughout the term, or drop in at the Library for quick 
questions or feedback. To book a 50-minute appointment and to see drop-in hours, visit 
www.uwaterloo.ca/writingand-communication-centre. Group appointments for team-
based projects, presentations, and papers are also available. 
 
Please note that communication specialists guide you to see your work as readers 
would. They can teach you revising skills and strategies, but will not change or correct 
your work for you. Please bring hard copies of your assignment instructions and any 
notes or drafts to your appointment. 

https://uwaterloo.ca/student-success/students/academic-and-personal-development
http://uwaterloo.ca/ise
https://uwaterloo.ca/student-success/students/study-abroad-and-exchanges
https://uwaterloo.ca/map/SCH?basemap=D&directions_waypoint=43.46929%2C-80.5403%2CSouth+Campus+Hall+%28SCH%29#map=16/43.4693/-80.5403

